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E

pidermal tissue is the first line of animal defense against external factors. Mouse epidermis is populated by gδ T cells, also
known as dendritic epidermal T cells (DETC), most of which belong to Vγ5Vd1 subset. These cells form a dense network in
parallel to the network of Langerhans cells. However, it is still not clear which genes define the tissue homeostasis and functionality
of these cells. As part of the Infection, Immunity and Immunophenotyping (3i) Consortium we conducted epidermal
immunophenotyping of over 500 mouse gene knockouts generated by the Welcome Trust Sanger Institute. The epidermal sheets
were isolated from 16 week old C57BL/6N mice and analysed by confocal microscopy and automated 3D image quantification in
order to establish the effects of gene knockouts on the number and morphology of DETC and Langerhans cells. During the course
of the project over 3000 mouse samples were processed. The multiparametric analysis showed a clear sexual dimorphism in wild
type mice for most data readouts. Novel phenotypes were revealed for knockout lines with an overall hit rate ~4%. As a result we
identified a number of new genes which were not previously associated with immune functions opening new avenues for further in
depth investigation. Particularly Hbs1l knockout mice displayed severe defects in DETC morphology. Further study using structured
illumination microscopy showed that although Hbs1l KO DETC are still able to migrate and form the immunological synapse they
do not form actin-reach protrusions which may affect function of these cells in skin stress surveillance.
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